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Values Statement
At Deal Parochial Primary School the curriculum is firmly rooted in its Christian foundation: enabling every
child to grow spiritually and emotionally; fostering imagination and a deep sense of personal identity and
self-worth; providing guidance through the loving example of Jesus Christ.
Mission Statement
Our hope is that each child at Deal Parochial Primary School will develop an appetite for learning that will
endure throughout their lives. To achieve this, the curriculum will need to motivate and excite children so
that they engage fully in learning, cultivate positive attitudes and relationships, make good progress and
fulfil their true potential – being “The best that I can be”.
Purpose
Mathematics is a creative and highly inter-connected discipline that has been developed over centuries,
providing the solution to some of history’s most intriguing problems. It is essential to everyday life, critical to
science, technology and engineering, and necessary for financial literacy and most forms of employment. A
high-quality mathematics education therefore provides a foundation for understanding the world, the ability
to reason mathematically, an appreciation of the beauty and power of mathematics, and a sense of
enjoyment and curiosity about the subject.
(Primary Framework Mathematics Sept 2013)
At Deal Parochial we believe in the importance of developing mathematical skills in our children so that they
are efficient and confident in their approach to mathematics in a wide range of contexts. A good knowledge
and understanding of mathematics provides a way of viewing and making sense of the world. It is a very
powerful means of communicating information and as such, plays an important part in all areas of the
curriculum. We strive to deliver quality teaching of mathematics enabling pupils to reach their true potential.
Aims
The national curriculum for mathematics aims to ensure that all pupils:
 become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including through varied and frequent practice
with increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils develop conceptual understanding and
the ability to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.
 reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing relationships and
generalisations, and developing an argument, justification or proof using mathematical language
 can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a variety of routine and non-routine problems
with increasing sophistication, including breaking down problems into a series of simpler steps and
persevering in seeking solutions.
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We aim as a school to:
teach children to be numerate by learning key addition and multiplication facts known as ‘Learn Its’
use their addition and multiplication facts in a given context e.g. if a child knows 30+40, then they
can understand 30p + 40p or 30 mins + 40 mins.
make learning mathematics fun
build on prior knowledge and calculation methods
share calculation methods with the children and parents
teach the 4 different aspects of numeracy: Counting, Learn Its’, It’s Nothing New, Calculation.
Pupils should make connections across mathematical ideas to develop fluency, mathematical reasoning
and competence in solving increasingly sophisticated problems.

Children will be taught calculation methods for the four operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division see Appendix A and Appendix B.
For each operation children needs to experience all of these steps to completely conquer it.
1) using objects
2) using pictures
3) using a numberline
4) using an expanded method
5) using a compact written method
Children should always be encouraged to consider if a mental calculation would be appropriate before
using written methods. Children need to do written calculations to:
• represent work that has been done practically;
• support, record and explain mental calculation;
• keep track of steps in a longer task;
• work out calculations that are too difficult to do mentally.
Children should be taught when it is appropriate to do an approximate or estimate first and should check
with the inverse operation at the end. By upper Key Stage 2, children should be confident in choosing and
using a strategy that they know will get them to the correct answer as efficiently as possible.

Parental Involvement
Parents can help their child by:
• Counting with their child;
• Playing number games;
• Involving their child when taking measurements or weighing items;
• Taking note of numbers in real life e.g. telephone numbers, bus numbers, lottery numbers etc;
• Giving their child opportunities to use money to shop, check change etc;
• Talking about the mathematics in real-life situations e.g. football - ‘How many points does your favourite
team need to catch the next team in the league?’;
• Helping their children calculate using the method that they have been taught;
• Teaching their child that to multiply by 10 you ‘move the digits to the left and add a zero as a place holder’
(not that you ‘just add a zero’)
• Teaching them that you cannot move the decimal point. – You can only move the digits to the left or to the
right
• Teaching them that they are doing ‘calculations’ (not ‘sums’ – ‘sum’ is a mathematical word that means
‘addition’).
Links to other policies
Mathematics Policy
Assessment Policy
Curriculum Policy
Equal Opportunity Policy
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Homework Policy
Marking for Improvement Booklet
Appendices
Appendix A – Progression of Calculations
Appendix B – Examples of formal written methods for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division taken
from the Primary National curriculum – Mathematics September 2013
Appendix C – Glossary
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Appendix Ai
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Appendix Aii
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Appendix Aiii
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Appendix Aiv

Appendix B
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DFE September 2013
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DFE September 2013
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2-digit – a number with 2 digits like 23, 45, 12 or 60
3-digit – a number with 3 digits like 123, 542, 903 or 561
Addition facts – knowing that 1+1 = 2 and 1+3 = 4 and 2+5 = 7. Normally
we only talk about number facts with totals of 20 and under.
Array -An array is an arrangement of a set of numbers or objects in
rows and columns –it is mostly used to show how you can group objects
for repeated addition or subtraction.
Bridge to ten – a strategy when using numberlines. Adding a number
that takes you to the next ‘tens’ number.
Bus Stop Method - traditional method for division with a single digit
divisor
Concrete apparatus – objects to help children count – these are most
often cubes (multilink) but can be anything they can hold and move.
Dienes (purple hundreds, tens and units blocks), Numicon, Cuisenaire
rods are also referred to as concrete apparatus.
Column chunking – method of division involving taking chunks or groups or
the divisor away from the larger number
Decimal number – a number with a decimal point
Divisor – the smaller number in a division calculation. The number in each
group for chunking.
Double – multiply a number by 2
Exchanging – Moving a ‘ten’ or a ‘hundred’ from its column into the next
column and splitting it up into ten ‘ones’ (or ‘units’) or ten ‘tens’ and
putting it into a different column
Expanded Multiplication – a method for multiplication where each stage
is written down and then added up at the end in a column
Find the difference – A method for subtraction involving counting up
from the smaller to the larger number
Grid method – a method for multiplying two numbers together involving
partitioning
Half - a number, shape or quantity divided into 2 equal parts
Halve – divide a number by 2
Integer - a number with no decimal point
Inverse – the opposite operation. Addition is the inverse of subtraction,
multiplication is the inverse of division

Long Multiplication – column multiplication where only the significant
figures are noted
Number bonds to ten – 2 numbers that add together to make ten, like 2
and 8, or 6 and 4.
Number bonds to 100 – 2 numbers that add together to make 100 like
20 and 80, or 45 and 65 or 12 and 88
Numberline – a line either with numbers or without (a blank
numberline).
Children use this tool to help them count on for addition of subtraction
and also in multiplication and divison.
Numberline Chunking - method of division involving taking chunks or
groups or the divisor away from the larger number
Number sentence – writing out a calculation with just the numbers in a
line E.G. 2+4=6 or 35 ÷7 = 5 or 12 x 3 =36 or 32 – 5 = 27
Partition – split up a larger number into the hundreds, tens and units.
E.G.
342 – 300 and 40 and 2
Place Value – knowing that in the number 342 – the ‘3’ means ‘3
hundreds’, the ‘4’ means ‘4 tens’ and the ‘2’ means ‘2’.
Quarter - a number, shape or quantity divided into 4 equal parts
Recombine – for addition, once you have partitioned numbers into
hundreds, tens and units then you have to add then hundreds together,
then add the tens to that total, then add the units to that total
Remainder – a whole number left over after a division calculation
Repeated addition – repeatedly adding groups of the same size for
multiplication
Significant digit – the digit in a number with the largest value. E.G in 34
– the most significant digit is the 3, as it has a value of ‘30’ and the ‘4’
only has a value of ‘4’
Single digit – a number with only one digit. These are always less than
10.
Taking away – a method for subtraction involving counting backwards
from the larger to the smaller number
Tens number - a number in the ten times tables – 10,20,30,40 50,etc.
Unit – another term for single digit numbers. The right hand column in
column methods is the ‘units’ column
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